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Abstract
The closed neighbourhood NG[x] of a vertex x in a graph G is the subgraph of G induced by x
and all neighbours of x. The seed of a vertex x ∈ G is the subgraph of G induced by all vertices
of G \ NG[x] and we denote it by SG(x). A graph F is a seed graph if there exists a graph G
such that SG(x) ∼= F for each x ∈ G. In this paper seed graphs with more than two components
are studied. It is shown that if all components are of equal order, size or regularity then they
are all isomorphic to a complete graph. In the general case it is shown how the structure of any
component Fi of a seed graph F depends on the structure of all components ‘smaller’ than Fi in
the sense of ‘smaller order’, ‘smaller size’ or ‘smaller degree’ in the case of regular components.
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1. Introduction
Local properties of graphs have been extensively studied since 1963, when the fa-
mous Zykov–Trahtenbrot problem [12] was stated: For a given graph H >nd a graph
G such that the neighbourhood of any vertex of G is isomorphic to H . Here the neigh-
bourhood of a vertex x ∈ G, denoted NG(x), is a subgraph of G induced by the set
of all vertices adjacent to x. If for a given H such a graph G exists, then H is often
called realizable graph and G a realization of H and we say that G is a graph with
constant neighbourhood. It was shown by Bulitko [4] that the problem is algorith-
mically unsolvable for general graphs. However, for many classes of graphs some or
all realizations were found. The problem was generalized in many diBerent ways. For
example, extremal properties of graphs with prescribed neighbourhoods were studied:
Given a class C of graphs, determine the maximum number of edges of a graph G
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with n vertices with the property that the neighbourhood of every vertex x ∈ G belongs
to C.
The neighbourhood was also generalized. For a given k, the k-neighbourhood of a
vertex x ∈ G is de>ned as the subgraph of G induced by the set of all vertices at
distance k from x. Graphs with constant k-neighbourhood were studied, among oth-
ers, by Bielak [1], and Bugata et al. [2]. From recent results of this type we should
mention the one of Bugata et al. [3]. They studied (1; 2)-realizable graphs (a graph
H is (1; 2)-realizable if there exists a graph G such that both the 1-neighbourhood
and the 2-neighbourhood of any vertex of G are isomorphic to H). They determined
necessary and suMcient condition for (1; 2)-realizability of H and proved that for
a (1; 2)-realizable graph H with n¿3 vertices there exists a unique connected (1; 2)-
realization G and that G has 2n+ 2 vertices.
Another modi>cation of the neighbourhood is the neighbourhood of the second type
of a vertex x ∈ G, which is the subgraph of G induced by the set of all edges yz
where z; y = x and at least one of the vertices y; z is adjacent to x (see, e.g. [10]).
Neighbourhoods of edges or pairs of independent vertices were also studied as well as
neighbourhoods in directed graphs.
The notion of seed graphs is in certain sense a ‘complementary’ approach to local
properties of graphs. The closed neighbourhood of a vertex x ∈ G, denoted NG[x], is
the subgraph of G induced by x and all neighbours of x. From now on all graphs
considered in this article are simple, >nite and connected. We de>ne the seed of a
vertex x in a graph G as the subgraph of G induced by all vertices of G\NG[x] and
denote it by SG(x). A graph F is a seed graph if there exists a graph G such that
SG(x) ∼= F for each x ∈ G. G is then called an isomorphic survivor graph with the
seed F . We also say, similarly as in the case of graphs with constant neighbourhoods,
that such G is a realization of F . The ‘complementarity’ of the notions of graphs with
constant neighbourhoods and the isomorphic survivor graphs is obvious. We use the
usual notation: A graph OG is a complement of a graph G = (V; E) if V ( OG) = V (G)
and E( OG) = {uv|u; v ∈ V (G) and uv ∈ E(G)}. If G is an isomorphic survivor graph
with a seed F , then SG(x) ∼= F and hence SG(x) ∼= OF for every x ∈ G. But SG(x)
is the open neighbourhood of x in OG and SG(x) = N OG(x). OG is then a graph with
the constant neighbourhood SG(x). The reason why seed graphs are studied instead
of their complements as constant neighbourhoods (or isomorphic survivor graphs in-
stead of graphs with complementary constant neighbourhoods) is that some properties
are much easier to describe when seed graphs are considered. For instance, if a seed
graph is a minimal connected or disconnected graph. The former case was studied
by Gunther and Hartnell [7] and Hartnell and Kocay [8]. It is worth mentioning that
while they proved in their papers, among other results, that the only cycles which are
seed graphs are C3 [7], C4; C5 and C6 [8], the same result was obtained in terms of
graphs with constant neighbourhoods by Zelinka [11]. The case of disconnected seed
graphs was studied for two components by Markus and Rall [9]. Some properties of
seed graphs with three or more components of given order were described by the
author [6].
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One can also observe another link between graphs with constant neighbourhoods
and isomorphic survivor graphs. It follows from [3] that if H is a (1; 2)-realizable
graph, then its (1; 2)-realization G has the property that the closed neighbourhood of
any vertex of G, NG[x], is isomorphic to the seed SG(x). Namely, NG[x] ∼= SG(x) ∼=
H + K1, where H + K1 is a graph arising from H by adding a new vertex v and
joining it to all vertices of H . On the other hand, it was proved in [5] that there
is no pair of graphs G;H such that NG(x) ∼= SG(x) ∼= H for every x ∈ G. In
what follows we actually do not distinguish between the graph NG(x) (or NG[x]) and
its vertex set because the properties of the graphs NG(x) and NG[x] themselves are
irrelevant.
Obviously, each vertex-transitive graph is an isomorphic survivor graph, but not vice
versa. From what we have mentioned above about the complementarity of the notions of
isomorphic survivor graphs and graphs with constant neighbourhoods it follows that the
smallest non-vertex-transitive isomorphic survivor graph is the regular graph of degree
6 with 10 vertices which is the complement of the ‘almost Petersen graph’ P′. The
graph P′ arises from the Petersen graph P as follows: Take one cycle of length 5, say
〈x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x1〉, and replace it by the cycle 〈x1; x3; x2; x4; x5; x1〉. The resulting graph
is non-vertex-transitive, triangle-free and regular of degree 3. Thus, the neighbour-
hood of any vertex is 3K1 and P′ is then an isomorphic survivor graph with the seed
graph K3.
We use the usual notation. We denote the order (i.e., the number of vertices) of a
graph G by |G| while its size (i.e., the number of edges) by ||G||. The graph induced
by a vertex set U will be denoted 〈U 〉. The disjoint union G = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · · ∪ Gk
of graphs G1; G2; : : : ; Gk is a graph G with components G1; G2; : : : ; Gk . We denote nH
the graph H ∪ H ∪ · · · ∪ H with n components isomorphic to H . We also de>ne a
composition G[H ] (sometimes called a lexicographic product) of graphs G and H as
follows: V (G[H ])=V (G)×V (H) and two vertices (x1; y1) and (x2; y2) are adjacent in
G[H ] if and only if either x1x2 ∈ E(G), or x1 = x2 and y1y2 ∈ E(H). In other words,
take a graph G, put a copy of H to every vertex of G and replace each edge of G by
Kn;n, where n = |H |. The composition appears to be a useful tool in the construction
of isomorphic survivor graphs.
In this article, we are interested in disconnected seed graphs with more than two
components. The limitation to connected graphs is not too restrictive. Suppose that
we have an isomorphic survivor graph G with m¿2 components G1; G2; : : : ; Gm. We
may assume, without loss of generality, that |G1|6|G2|6 · · ·6|Gm|. Let x be a vertex
of G1 and y a vertex of Gm. If m = 2, then SG(x) contains the component G2 and
hence SG(y) also contains a component G′2 isomorphic to G2. This component cannot
indeed be a subgraph of G2, as SG2 (y) is either empty or a proper subgraph of G2.
Hence G′2=G1. If m¿3, then both SG(x) and SG(y) contain the remaining components
G2; : : : ; Gm−1. As SG(x) moreover contains Gm, SG(y) again has to contain a component
isomorphic to Gm. This component cannot again be a subgraph of Gm for the same
reasons as above. Hence G1 ∼= Gm and |G1|= |G2|= · · ·= |Gm|. It is now easy to repeat
the argument to show that G1 ∼= G2 ∼= · · · ∼= Gm and that the following holds.
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Observation 1.1: Let G be a disconnected isomorphic survivor graph. Then all its
components are mutually isomorphic.
The aim of this article is to show that the structure of every seed graph is relatively
strictly determined by its ‘smallest’ component. Here the word ‘smallest’ stands for
‘smallest order’, ‘smallest size’ or ‘smallest degree of regular components’. We prove
that if a component Fi of a seed graph F is ‘smaller’ than a component Fj in any
of the two latter meanings, then |Fi|¡ |Fj| and hence the ‘smallest’ component is
always the one of the smallest order. We show that in every component Fi diBerent
from the ‘smallest’ one the seed of every vertex x ∈ Fi in Fi, denoted SFi(x), contains
components isomorphic to all components of F that are ‘smaller’ than Fi. Although
such a component Fi does not have to be an isomorphic survivor graph itself, we
prove that if two components are ‘equal’ in any of the above meanings, then they are
mutually isomorphic. Moreover, in this case these components actually are isomorphic
survivor graphs and their seed graph is isomorphic to the disjoint union of all ‘smaller’
components of the graph F . Finally, we show that if all components are ‘equal’ in any
of these meanings, then they are all isomorphic to a complete graph.
The main results are now summarized in the following theorems.
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk . Then for
any pair i; j with i; j6k the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |Fi|= |Fj|,
(ii) ||Fi||= ||Fj||,
(iii) Fi ∼= Fj,
(iv) Fi and Fj are r-regular for some r.
Theorem 1.3. Let F =F1 ∪F2 ∪ · · · ∪Fk with k¿3 be a seed graph such that one of
the following conditions applies:
(i) |F1|6|F2|6 · · ·6|Fi−1|¡ |Fi|6|Fi+1|6 · · ·6|Fk |.
(ii) ||F1||6||F2||6 · · ·6||Fi−1||¡ ||Fi||6||Fi+1||6 · · ·6||Fk ||.
(iii) Fi is ri-regular for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and r16r26 · · ·6ri−1¡ri6ri+16 · · ·6rk .
Then for every x ∈ Fi it holds that SFi(x) contains an induced subgraph isomorphic
to F ′ = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
If moreover |Fi|= |Fi+1|= · · · = |Fm| or ||Fi||= ||Fi+1||= · · · = ||Fm|| or ri = ri+1 =
· · · = rm for some m; i¡m6k; then Fi ∼= Fi+1 ∼= · · · ∼= Fm is an isomorphic survivor
graph with the seed F ′ ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
The theorem includes also the special case when i=1 and the components in question
are the ‘smallest’ ones. Then there are no ‘smaller’ components and therefore the seed
SFj (x) of any vertex of Fj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m in the component itself is an empty graph
and F1 ∼= F2 ∼= · · · ∼= Fm ∼= Kp for p= |F1|.
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2. Seed graphs with components of given order
The following results were proved in [6]. We state them here because we shall need
them later.
Lemma 2.1. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 and G be its
realization. Let u be a vertex of G and SG(u) = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hk be its seed such
that Hi ∼= Fi for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. We denote NG(u) by V. If |Hi|6|Hj|; then
NG(x) ∩ NG(u) = NV (x)⊇NV (y) = NG(y) ∩ NG(u) for each x ∈ Hi and each y ∈ Hj.
Corollary 2.2. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 and G be its
realization. Let u be a vertex of G; V = NG(u) and SG(u) = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hk be
its seed such that Hi ∼= Fi for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. If |Hi|6|Hj| and x ∈ Hi; then
NV (x)⊇NG(Hj) and hence NG(Hi)⊇NG(Hj). If there exist components Hj; Hm and
Hi such that |Hi|¡ |Hj|= |Hm|; then for every x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj it holds that NV (y) is
a proper subset of NV (x) .
Theorem 2.3. Let F =F1 ∪F2 ∪ · · · ∪Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 and G be one of
its realizations. Let u be a vertex of G; V =NG(u) and SG(u)=H =H1∪H2∪· · ·∪Hk
be its seed such that Hi ∼= Fi for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) |Fi|= |Fj|,
(ii) NV (x) = NV (y) for each x ∈ Hi and each y ∈ Hj;
(iii) Fi ∼= Fj.
Theorem 2.4. Let F =F1 ∪F2 ∪ · · · ∪Fk with k¿3 components be a seed graph such
that |F1|6 · · ·6|Fi−1|¡ |Fi|6|Fi+1|6 · · ·6|Fk |. Then for every x ∈ Fi it holds that
SFi(x) contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to F
′ = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
Theorem 2.5. Let F=F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fk; k¿3 be a seed graph with |F1|= |F2|= · · ·=
|Fm|6 · · ·6|Fk |; where 26m6k. Then F1 ∼= F2 ∼= · · · ∼= Fm is a complete graph.
We also present an example from [6] which will be of some interest later. We use
the recursive composition of a sequence of isomorphic survivor graphs.
Example 2.6. Let G1 =C6. We construct an isomorphic survivor graph G=Gk with a
seed graph F with k components recursively. For i=2; 3; : : : ; k we de>ne Gi=C6[Gi−1].
Then F ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk with |F1|¡ |F2|¡ · · ·¡ |Fk |, where F1 ∼= P3; F2 ∼=
P3[C6]=P3[G1]; F3 ∼= P3[C6[C6]]=P3[G2]; : : : ; Fi ∼= P3[Gi−1]; : : : ; Fk ∼= P3[Gk−1]. One
can check that for every i = 2; 3; : : : ; k and every x ∈ Fi the seed of x in the graph
Fi, SFi(x), contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1. However,
there are two classes of vertices in every Fi; 26i6k. For instance in F2 there are 12
vertices x21; x22; : : : ; x2 12 with SF2 (x2i) ∼= P3 ∪C6 ∼= F1 ∪G1 for each i=1; 2; : : : ; 12 and
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six vertices x′21; x
′
22; : : : ; x
′
26 with SF2 (x
′
2j) ∼= P3 ∼= F1 for each j = 1; 2; : : : ; 6. Similarly
in F3 there are 72 vertices x31; x32; : : : ; x3 72 with SF3 (x3i) ∼= P3 ∪ P3[C6] ∪ C6[C6] ∼=
F1 ∪ F2 ∪ G2 for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; 72 and 36 vertices x′31; x′32; : : : ; x′3 36 with SF3 (x′3j) ∼=
P3 ∪ P3[C6] ∼= F1 ∪ F2 for each j = 1; 2; : : : ; 36. In general, every Fl; l = 2; 3; : : : ; k
contains vertices xli with SFl(xli) ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fl−1 ∪ Gl−1 and vertices x′lj with
SFl(x
′
lj) ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fl−1.
The case of isomorphic components Fi; Fj of non-minimal order is more interesting.
Not only that such components are isomorphic survivor graphs themselves, as we have
already mentioned, but their seeds consist exactly of all components of F of order less
than |Fi|. To prove it, we >rst prove a lemma.
Lemma 2.7. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 and G be its
realization. Let u be a vertex of G; V = NG(u) and SG(u) = H = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hk
be its seed such that
(i) Hi ∼= Fi for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k,
(ii) NV (x) is a proper subset of NG(Hl) for each x ∈ Hi and each Hl; l=1; 2; : : : ; i−1,
(iii) NV (x)⊇NG(Hl) for each x ∈ Hi and each Hl; l= i + 1; i + 2; : : : ; k;
(iv) NV (x) = NV (y) for every x; y ∈ Hi.
Then Fi ∼= Hi is an isomorphic survivor graph with the seed F ′ ∼= F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fi−1.
Proof: Let G;H; u, and V be as above and let x be any vertex of Hi. Then all compo-
nents Hi+1; Hi+2; : : : ; Hk of SG(u) are also components of SG(x), because NV (x)⊇NV (t)
for each t ∈ Hl; l = i + 1; i + 2; : : : ; k. Denote now Vi = NG(u)\NG(Hi). Because
by Corollary 2.2 NV (x) is for every z ∈ Hl; l = 1; 2; : : : ; i − 1; a proper subset of
NV (z), it is clear that each NV (z); z ∈ Hl; l = 1; 2; : : : ; i − 1 contains a vertex of
Vi. Hence 〈H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hi−1 ∪ Vi ∪ u〉 is a connected graph and therefore, a
subgraph of some component H∗ of SG(x). Obviously, H∗ cannot be isomorphic to
any of H1; H2; : : : ; Hi−1 and therefore is isomorphic to Hi. Let us denote H∗ = H ′i .
We can see now that every vertex of G\Hi belongs either to NV (x) or to one of
the components H ′i ; Hi+1; Hi+2; : : : ; Hk of SG(x). It is obvious that all other compo-
nents of SG(x), namely those isomorphic to H1; H2; : : : ; Hi−1; must be induced sub-
graphs of Fi and therefore of SFi(x). We denote them by H
′
1 ∪ H ′2 ∪ · · · ∪ H ′i−1. What
we still have to show is that SHi(x) contains no other vertices. Suppose it is not
the case and there is a vertex y ∈ SHi(x) not belonging to any of H ′1; H ′2; : : : ; H ′i−1.
All components Hi+1; Hi+2; : : : ; Hk of SG(u) are again components of SG(x), because
NV (x)⊇NV (t) for each t ∈ Hl; l= i+1; i+2; : : : ; k. Thus, there is only one component
of SG(x), H ′i ∼= Hi, whose vertices could possibly be in Hi and consequently in SHi(x).
Obviously, u ∈ H ′i . Because by our assumption NV (x) = NV (y) for every y ∈ Hi,
no vertex y ∈ Hi has a neighbour in NG(u)\NV (x) and hence, cannot belong to
H ′i . Therefore, SHi(x) ∼= H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hi−1 for every x ∈ Hi, which we wanted to
prove.
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Combining the lemma with Corollary 2.2, we immediately obtain the result men-
tioned earlier.
Theorem 2.8. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk with k¿3 be a seed graph such that
|F1|6|F2|6 · · ·6|Fi−1|¡ |Fi|= |Fi+1|= · · ·= |Fi+m|6 · · ·6|Fk |; where m¿1. Then
Fi ∼= Fi+1 ∼= · · · ∼= Fi+m is an isomorphic survivor graph with the seed F ′ = F1 ∪ F2 ∪
· · · ∪ Fi−1.
Proof: From Corollary 2.2 it follows that NV (x) is a proper subset of NG(Hl) for each
x ∈ Hi and each Hl; l= 1; 2; : : : ; i − 1 (condition (ii) of Lemma 2.7) and from Corol-
lary 2.2 we get NV (x)⊇NG(Hl) for each x ∈ Hi and each Hl; l = i + 1; i + 2; : : : ; k
(condition (iii) of Lemma 2.7). From Theorem 2.3 we can see that NV (x) = NV (y)
for every x; y ∈ Hi (condition (iv) of Lemma 2.7). It is so because if z is any
vertex of Hi+1, then NV (x) = NV (z) and also NV (y) = NV (z). The result now follows
immediately.
To construct examples of seed graphs with components of equal order, we use the
recursive composition of isomorphic survivor graphs and observe that any complete
equipartite graph Kn;n; :::; n has a constant seed (n − 1)K1. The example we present
can be easily modi>ed for any number of components and any number of mutually
isomorphic copies among them.
Example 2.9. Let G1 =C6; G2 =C7; G3 =K4;4 and G4 =K3;3;3. We can see that all of
them are isomorphic survivor graphs with the seeds F1 ∼= P3; F2 ∼= P4; F3 ∼= 3K1 and
F4 ∼= 2K1, respectively. We de>ne again G′1 =G1 and G′i =Gi[G′i−1] for i=2; 3; 4. The
resulting isomorphic survivor graph G=G′4 has the seed F
′=F ′1∪F ′2∪ · · ·∪F ′7, where
F ′1 ∼= P3; F ′2 ∼= P4[C6], F ′3 ∼= F ′4 ∼= F ′5 ∼= C7[C6] and F ′6 ∼= F ′7 ∼= K4;4[C7[C6]].
3. Seed graphs with regular components
Here we prove analogues of the results obtained in the previous section for seeds
with regular components. First we prove that from the assumption that two components
of a seed graph are both r-regular for some r it follows that they are isomorphic and
therefore the conditions (i)–(iii) of Theorem 2.3. are satis>ed.
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk and let
Fi; Fj be r-regular graphs. Then |Fi|= |Fj|.
Proof: We use the same notation as in the previous theorem. By Theorem 2.3 it is suf-
>cient to prove that for each x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj it holds that NV (x)=NV (y). If |Hi|= |Hj|,
then there is nothing to prove. Now we proceed by contradiction and suppose that
neither of the above holds, i.e., that |Hi| = |Hj|, say |Hi|¡ |Hj|= p, and at the same
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time there are vertices x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj such that NV (x) = NV (y). Because G is regular
and both Hi and Hj are r-regular, it is obvious that |NV (x)|= |NV (y)| and hence there
is a vertex v ∈ V which is adjacent to y but not to x. Similarly as in the proof of
Theorem 2.8, we can suppose, without loss of generality, that H contains t¿0 com-
ponents Hj+1; Hj+2; : : : ; Hj+t = Hk of order greater than p. By Corollary 2.2, NV (x)⊇
NG(Hl) for each l¿ j and hence SG(x) contains all components Hj+1; Hj+2; : : : ; Hj+t=
Hk . As SG(x) contains a connected graph 〈Hj ∪ v〉 of order p+1 and therefore at least
t + 1 components of order greater than p, we again get a contradiction, which
leads to the conclusion that for each x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj it holds that NV (x) = NV (y)
and by Theorem 2.3 Hi ∼= Hj and hence |Hi|= |Hj|.
The ‘regularity’ versions of Theorems 2:4; 2:5; and 2:8 are easy consequences of the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk ; let Fi be
ri-regular and Fj be rj-regular graphs such that ri ¡ rj. Then |Fi|¡ |Fj|.
Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that Fi is ri-regular, Fj is rj-regular, ri ¡ rj and
|Fi|¿|Fj|. If |Fi|=|Fj|, then by Theorem 2.3 Fi ∼= Fj. This yields ri=rj, a contradiction.
Hence |Fi|¿ |Fj|. By Lemma 2.1 we get NV (x)⊆NV (y) for each x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj and
again from Theorem 2.3 it follows that there exist vertices x0 ∈ Hi and y0 ∈ Hj such
that NV (x0) ( NV (y0) and |NV (x0)|¡ |NV (y0)|. Because G is regular graph, it must
hold that |NV (x0)|+ ri = |NV (y0)|+ rj. This yields ri ¿ rj, a contradiction.
The following results can be now stated without proofs.
Theorem 3.3. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk with k¿3 components be a seed graph
such that Fi is ri-regular for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and r1 = r2 = · · ·= rm for 26m6k. Then
F1 ∼= F2 ∼= · · · ∼= Fm ∼= Kr1+1.
Theorem 3.4. Let F =F1 ∪F2 ∪ · · · ∪Fk with k¿3 components be a seed graph such
that Fi is ri-regular for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and r16r26 · · ·6ri−1¡ri6ri+16 · · ·6rk .
Then for every x ∈ Fi it holds that SFi(x) contains an induced subgraph isomorphic
to F ′ ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
One can notice that the following theorem could, if slightly reformulated, include
the case covered by Theorem 3.3. However, we prefer to state the results separately
as we believe that they are in this form more transparent.
Theorem 3.5. Let F=F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fk with k¿3 components be a seed graph such that
Fi is ri-regular for i=1; 2; : : : ; k and r16r26 · · ·6ri−1¡ri=ri+1=· · ·=ri+m6 · · ·6rk .
Then Fi ∼= Fi+1 ∼= · · · ∼= Fi+m is an isomorphic survivor graph with the seed
F ′ ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
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As we saw in Example 2.6, we can indeed construct seed graphs with components
that are not isomorphic survivor graphs themselves. The components in the example
were not even regular and therefore the necessary condition was not satis>ed. The
proofs of Theorems 3.3–3.5 are based on Lemma 3.2, which somehow ‘weakens’ the
assumption of regularity as we only use the fact that the components of diBerent
regularity are of diBerent order. Hence, we do not require the condition of regularity
of the components to be satis>ed. One might wonder, whether the regularity condition
is not also suMcient in the sense of Theorem 3.5, i.e., whether regular components
of a seed graph F of diBerent orders are not isomorphic survivor graphs with seeds
consisting precisely of all smaller components of F . The following example shows
that it is not the case. However, each component Fi of the seed graph F here is an
isomorphic survivor graph which contains all smaller components F1; F2; : : : ; Fi−1 and
one other component F ′i .
Example 3.6. Not too surprisingly the Petersen graph will be of help. We denote it by
P and construct its ‘kth composition’. Set G1 = P and Gi = P[Gi−1] for i= 2; 3; : : : ; k.
Then the seed graph F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk of the isomorphic survivor graph G = Gk
has components F1 ∼= C6; F2 ∼= C6[P] ∼= C6[G1]; F3 ∼= C6[P[P]] ∼= C6[G2]; : : : ; Fi ∼=
C6[Gi−1]; : : : ; Fk ∼= C6[Gk−1]. The components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk are obviously isomorphic
survivor graphs, as SF1 (x1) ∼= P3 for every x1 ∈ F1 and for every i = 2; 3; : : : ; k and
every xi ∈ Fi it holds that SFi(xi) ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1 ∪ P3[Gi−1], namely SF2 (x2) ∼=
C6 ∪ P3[P]; SF3 (x3) ∼= C6 ∪ C6[P] ∪ P3[P[P]], etc.
4. Seed graphs with components of given size
In this section we prove equivalent results for components of given size. To do this,
it is suMcient to prove the following results.
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk such that
||F1||6||F2||6 · · ·6||Fk ||. Then ||Fi||= ||Fj|| if and only if |Fi|= |Fj|.
Proof: The necessity follows from Theorem 2.3. If |Fi| = |Fj|, then Fi ∼= Fj and
||Fi|| = ||Fj||. To prove suMciency, we again assume that H ∼= F is the seed of
a vertex u of G. If ||Hi|| = ||Hj|| and |Hi| = |Hj|, we are done. Suppose then that
||Hi||= ||Hj||; |Hi|¿ |Hj| and that H has exactly t¿0 components of order more than
|Hi|. Because ||Hi||= ||Hj||, there must be a pair of vertices x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj such that
degHi(x)¡ degHj (y). As G is regular, x has now more neighbours in V than y and
hence there is a vertex v ∈ V that is adjacent to x but not to y and SG(y) contains a
connected graph 〈Hi ∪ v〉. There are t components in H of order more than |Hi| and
from Lemma 2.1 it follows that they all belong to SG(y). Indeed they are all disjoint
with the component containing 〈Hi∪v〉. Then SG(y) contains at least t+1 components
of order |Hi|+ 1 or more, which is a contradiction. Therefore |Hi|= |Hj|.
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Lemma 4.2. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk such that
||F1||6||F2||6 · · ·6||Fk ||. Then from ||Fi||¡ ||Fj|| it follows that |Fi|¡ |Fj|.
Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that ||Hi||¡ ||Hj|| and |Hi|¿|Hj|. Hi and Hj can-
not be of equal order, because then they would have to be isomorphic by Theorem
2.3, which is impossible. Hence |Hi|¿ |Hj|. First, we show that similarly as in the
proof of the previous theorem there is a pair of vertices x ∈ Hi; y ∈ Hj such that
degHi(x)¡ degHj (y). If not, then !(Hi)¿"(Hj) and
||Hi||¿|Hi|!(Hi)=2¿|Hi|"(Hj)=2¿ |Hj|"(Hj)=2¿||Hj||:
This contradicts our assumption and therefore the inequality holds. As we have sup-
posed that |Hi|¿ |Hj|, from Lemma 2.1 it follows that NV (x)⊆NV (y) and hence
|NV (x)|6|NV (y)|. This yields
degG(x) = |NV (x)|+ degHi(x)¡ |NV (y)|+ degHj (y) = degG(y);
which is impossible, because G is regular. Therefore |Hi|¡ |Hj| and the proof is
over.
The results equivalent to Theorems 2:4; 2:5; and 2:8 can be stated again without
proofs.
Theorem 4.3. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 and let ||F1||=
||F2||= · · ·= ||Fm|| for m6k. Then F1 ∼= F2 ∼= · · · ∼= Fm ∼= Kp for a proper p.
For the sake of more transparency we again prefer to state Theorem 4.3 as a separate
result, although it could be joined with Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.4. Let F=F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fk with k¿3 components be a seed graph such that
||F1||6||F2||6 · · ·6||Fi−1||¡ ||Fi||6||Fi+1||6 · · ·6||Fk ||. Then for every x ∈ Fi it
holds that SFi(x) contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to F
′ ∼= F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fi−1.
Theorem 4.5. Let F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk be a seed graph with k¿3 such that
||F1||6 · · ·6||Fi−1||¡ ||Fi|| = · · · = ||Fi+m||6 · · ·6||Fk ||. Then Fi ∼= Fi+1 ∼= · · · ∼=
Fi+m is an isomorphic survivor graph with the seed F ′ ∼= F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fi−1.
5. Proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem 1.2: From Theorems 2.3 and 4.1 we can see that the conditions
(i)–(iii) are mutually equivalent. From Theorem 3.1 it follows that (iv)⇒(i). Hence, it
remains only to show that any of the conditions (i)–(iii) implies (iv). Being equivalent,
(i)–(iii) must hold concurrently. But the ri-regular component Fi contains ||Fi|| =
ri|Fi|=2 edges and the rj-regular component Fj contains ||Fj|| = rj|Fj|=2 edges. If we
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now suppose that ||Fi||= ||Fj||, then it must also hold that |Fi|= |Fj| and it is evident
that also ri = rj, which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.3: The >rst part of the assertion follows from Theorems 2:4; 3:4
and 4:4, the second part follows from Theorems 2:8; 3:5 and 4:5.
We should also mention here that although Examples 2.6 and 2.9 show that an
equivalent of Theorem 1.2 for the relation ‘¡’ in general does not hold, a slightly
weaker version does.
Theorem 5.1. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk . Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |Fi|¡ |Fj|,
(ii) ||Fi||¡ ||Fj||.
If; moreover each component Fi is ri-regular for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k; then (i) and (ii)
are also equivalent to
(iii) ri ¡ rj.
Proof: The implication (ii)⇒ (i) is exactly the assertion of Lemma 4.2 and (iii)⇒ (i)
is the assertion of Lemma 3.2. Suppose now that |Fi|¡ |Fj|. Then from Theorem 4.1
it follows that ||Fi|| = ||Fj||. If ||Fi||¡ ||Fj||, we are done. If ||Fj||¡ ||Fi||, from
Lemma 4.2 we can see that then |Fj|¡ |Fi|, which is not the case. Hence (i) ⇒ (ii)
holds. Similarly from Theorem 3.1 it follows that if |Fi|¡ |Fj| then ri = rj and from
Lemma 3.2 we can see that rj ¡ ri yields |Fj|¡ |Fi|, which is again impossible. Hence
ri ¡ rj and (i)⇒ (iii) holds as well, which is suMcient to prove the theorem.
The Theorem can be re-formulated into more compact though again a bit weaker
result.
Corollary 5.2. Let F be a seed graph with k¿3 components F1; F2; : : : ; Fk such that
Fi is ri-regular for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |Fi|¡ |Fj|,
(ii) ||Fi||¡ ||Fj||.
(iii) ri ¡ rj.
6. Concluding remarks
Although all examples of isomorphic survivor graphs with disconnected seed graphs
in this article are vertex-transitive, it is not diMcult to observe that our method can be
easily used for constructions of non-vertex-transitive isomorphic survivor graphs with
disconnected seed graphs with any number of components. It is enough to include
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a non-vertex-transitive graph (for instance the complement P′ of the ‘almost Pe-
tersen graph’ mentioned earlier) in a sequence of isomorphic survivor graphs and
construct a recursive composition as in our examples. The resulting graph will be in-
deed non-vertex-transitive isomorphic survivor graph with a disconnected seed graph.
On the other hand, we have not used any other construction than the recursive
composition and hence a question of existence of other constructions of isomorphic
survivor graphs with seed graphs with more than two components remains open.
In Section 3, we showed that the regularity of the components of a seed graph F
does not guarantee that a component Fi for i¿ 1 is an isomorphic survivor graph with
the seed isomorphic to the disjoint union of all components of smaller degree. On
the other hand the components of the seed graph F in Example 3.6 are isomorphic
survivor graphs with seeds consisting of a disjoint union of all components of smaller
degree and one other component and we do not have an example in this case with a
component which is not an isomorphic survivor graph.
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